
How Technology is Shaping Construction Business

From the basic handheld tool used to chisel stones to the wooden lifts to carry huge piles

of blocks, construction has never been without technology’s help. However, it is not only

the actual building process that has become technology-dependent. You have the

industry’s business sector using cutting edge tools to make the most of every

opportunity. Undeniably, technology helped the laborious construction activities, as well

as ramping up the profits as a business. So with the availability of new techniques and

contemporary equipment, business strategies developed and gained a competitive

footing amidst a robust market. And you have all pre-construction phases well under the

care of new machines. Thus, the advent of technology spells the expansion of a great and

profitable business.

Technology's Impact in the Construction Business

All business trends adapted to the rise of technology, as it aims to achieve efficiency,

quality, and productivity within the shortest time possible. Gone are the days when the

design phase plan was done purely by graphite and paper. Moreover, gone are the days

when construction bidding was slow. Today, the upgrades within the construction

business are unprecedented. With that being said, here are the following areas wherein

technology’s embrace gave rise to winning improvements:

Building Designs

Take a trip to Dubai, and you can see every designer’s propensity to go for over-the-top

designs. With much money in the region, testing out the farthest features of design

planning with the newest software is inevitable. And since you can create 3D models

faster and can easily manipulate the data, exploring the creative dimensions for both

architectural and engineering marvels has never been so easy. Thus, seeing those

geometrical engineering eye-candies can make you wonder about the tools used during

the process.

Productivity

No one can deny the cost-efficient and fast-paced contribution technology played in the

business. Without the machines, imagine the grueling, painstaking, and

time-consuming labor every building has to undergo. The faster you can create the

projects, the more you can attend to many clients. And we all know that more clients

mean more earnings. Moreover, managing on-site activities for maximum labor

efficiency is achievable through labor schedule tools. With the appropriate software,
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time-allotment, and worker profiling, the tasks become more comfortable rather than

going through the outdated manual method.

Labor shortages

Although human labor is still indispensable in the industry, the possibilities of its

shortage will create setbacks and can compromise targets. So having quick ways to

communicate with human resource agencies can help in securing the much-needed

labor power to achieve the goals. However, the accumulation of workers is not only the

primary concern but also respecting their rights as well. With the use of software tools,

plotting leaves and doing accurate scheduling can lessen intermediary labor shortages

through expected leaves and absences. And with real-time monitoring, you can even

dispell the hunch that you have a labor shortage through tracking mechanisms you can

conveniently apply.

Organized Projects

Quality work, in the shortest time possible, is a matter of careful and meticulous

planning. The set plans are also the operational guidelines that maximize every aspect to

reap the best rewards. As simple as making a project organization chart could have

never been more accessible through computer software. Even the basics of real-time

communication through devices with the help of e-mails can make quick impacts. Think

of daily reports and quality reports that are ready on the site manager’s inbox.

Moreover, consider the foreperson’s ease in preparing those documents with the help of

readily available templates online.

Reduced Onsite Accidents

Enhancing safety practices will be a piece of cake since new gadgets are effective in

addressing potential accidents. If you happen to visit any construction site, observe the

safety nets, modern harness equipment, and alarm systems that can help in reducing

accidents. Not only does an upgrade in hardware can eliminate huge probabilities, but

also software can help in creating simulations for safety purposes. Even a simple trick

with onsite signages or posters through excellent computer-driven design can upgrade

worker alertness. And when your boss needs a mandatory concern, a readily-available

safety report template can hasten the need to make one.

Efficient day-to-day operations

Tracking daily operations is a mandatory managerial task. Other than overseeing the

status, a constant check of the progress and lapses is essential in doing the upkeep.

Making those timely reports for project tracking will help in acquiring daily targets.
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Quick and easy to make files paired with a fully functional communications line will

keep the steam pumping to meet expectations. Imagine a day when technology took a

day off, for sure progress would never be slower or even none at all.

Automated Information Capturing Process

Imagine that through a click of your camera, a computer program can efficiently process

the dimensions for a new construction site. With 3D modeling and rendering, laying out

the mathematically, precise calculations is easy. And all you have to do is input a raw

data and after the click, wait for the output. Although you can still opt for the old ways,

having new techniques with better equipment will give you leverage over business

competitors and, at the same time, meeting deadlines. Fast and accurate is the

automated system’s mantra. And the system is a cutting edge resource for every

engineering firm.

Accessible Real-Time Project Data

Project firms do not necessarily need to be close to each other to operate well. And

sometimes, due to certain factors, being far from each other cannot be undone.

However, it does not mean that while in the middle of designing, planning, or executing,

the other members cannot know the status. Easy to share documents with the internet’s

help has never been so useful for real-time access. There is no need for snail mails when

all you have to do is to share reports, drafts, and even proposals online. Through the

internet, a quick view even when you are on a business trip or attending another client.

Moreover, crucial decisions, updates, and revisions are on time as everything is under

the radar of the business’ network.

Staying Competitive

The market is an open space for the brave making it an aggressively competitive

environment. Staying behind the tech race means losing a lot of business opportunities.

Without upgrading your equipment and process, falling behind is inevitable. Thus,

staying alive and breathing within the market, brawl means investing in the latest

hardware, software, and techniques to stay afloat. Since everybody is doing it, jive along

and add the best of your wits to maximize your tools. Plus, you can ramp up your

marketing and business strategies to gain and serve as many clients as possible.



Types of Technologies in the Construction Business

Getting ahead of a competitive world means having the best functional tools at your

disposal. However, mere acquisition cannot help as tools are for use. Maximizing

technology means you also have the technical know-how. What is computer software

without expert users? What is hardware when you do not know how it works? That is

why having the most competent workers on board with advanced tech is a sure formula

for business progress. The list below contains the following artifacts and techniques

within the construction business revolution.

Mobile Technology

There is nothing more convenient than having a mobile phone to have instant

information access. Not only can your boss call you for quick changes, but they can also

send updates via email concerning work. Carrying your laptop sometimes is a hassle,

but your advanced cellular phone can still process the images and documents that your

designers made. Again, instant access to data and even your immediate attention to

urgent messages could mean big time to the industry. Just think of it. Getting behind

recent project developments is a significant lag in meeting deadlines. Your mobile

phones are indeed useful for either project tracking, construction expense tracking, and

progress reports.

Drones

Surveillance has never been advanced, and instead of doing floor walks, your drones can

do them for you. Not to mention also reaching the impossible far reaches in the site. An

easy aerial view is ready at hand with a single click. Although commercially available

drones still need to have the physical prowess to do the heavy lifting, having it as an

extension to your eyes proves instrumental.

Building Information Monitoring (BIM)

Remember the times when designers manually create blueprints? Even in the middle of

the night with the fifth cup of coffee for the day? Some are still practicing it; however,

the race is already in a brand new course. Instead of spending so much time on a piece

of paper with so many rubber eraser leftovers, a click of the mouse and the appropriate

program setting can give you the wonders that even freehand cannot do. With BIM, a 3D

model exists before your eyes rather than the 2D papers you post on your wall. All those

geometrically-astounding designs can appear before your eyes through precise software

manipulations. Upgrading your desk to an automated one is not just a perk but an

advantage. And some of those tools are available online if you have the right website.
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Virtual Reality and Wearables

The real thing is always the best unless you are talking about accidents. That is why

virtual reality is the safest avenue to create a simulation. VR becomes useful in

immersing people in different situations for them to learn various means to handle

them. Let your construction workers have a walkthrough with the latest wearables and

gears in the industry before the real ones. Simulation lessens the cost for equipment

damages while on training. Moreover, it is also the best substitute when trying to learn

from accidents and risks. Thus, your VR is the best partner when devising a risk

management plan.

3D Printing

There is nothing more cost-efficient and friendly other than cutting costs on human

labor and human error. 3D printing is still in its birth, and it has the potential to replace

a battalion of workers with just a few machines. Since it is computer-driven, the

accuracy is unmatched. Plus, spending on a few mechanics is better than setting aside

cash for thousands of health care insurance. 3D printing and its promises to be fully

functional in the construction business are still on the process, and one can only

imagine the new competition. The battle is not anymore with effective human labor

management but with finding the best technical support. As for now, if you want to

make a miniature building model for a showroom, then 3D printers are your best friend.

Artificial Intelligence

Three various AI’s are already in the tech vocabulary. You have Artificial Narrow

Intelligence for simple locomotor tasks. There is an Artificial General that can do human

brain computations. And you still have a fictional Artificial Super Intelligence capable of

complex human activities with ethical considerations. The first two are useful within the

construction business as you need the fast calculations for mathematical precision and a

programmable robotic lift or arm to do the heavy lifting. AI is still fresh and is still

undergoing a lot of machine learning. We will soon know the extent of its full-blown use

in the industry. Again, minimizing errors, maintaining accuracy, and keeping up with

productivity will be AI’s significant tasks.

Computer-Aided Design

Software is a new employee in the design industry. Why spend for more human

resources when you only need a few in getting the job done? Although the sketches on

paper are still famous, having manipulable data is more comfortable than your graphite

pencils. Plus, creating copies and sending them becomes convenient, as all you need are

computer-generated networks. Companies are stepping up the game by buying the latest
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software so that a blend with expanding engineering capability and quality work can be

in place.

Technology is tightly knitted with development and progress. You have marketing and

branding strategies in the construction business upscale, never like before. Plus, with

just a blink of an eye, cost estimating happens. A competitive business arena demands

tools to stay on the chase and survive the race. There is nothing like having the best tools

available with a touch of human ingenuity to ensure the survival of the fittest.
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